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Summer
session delayed
The Faculty Senate recommended Thursday that the Academic Affairs and Curriculum
Committee (A2C2) delay the opening of the first summer session this
year by two days. This would mean
that classes would begin on Thursday June 10, rather than on
Tuesday, June 8. The move was
made in an effort to maintain nine
faculty positions that would otherwise be cut for the session.
The proposal came as a result of a
quirk in next year's academic
calendar. Normally there are just
sixteen teaching days that teachers
get paid for before the end of the
state fiscal year on July 1. This year
W.S.U. has eighteen days scheduled. But the State University
Board has allocated only enough
money to pay teachers for sixteen
days.
According to a memo written by
Dr. Warner, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, this situation will
mean a cut of nine faculty positions
for first summer session if a delay in
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starting the session is not approved.
The delay was opposed in another
memo by Dr. Mattson, Dean of the
School of Education, for a number of
reasons. He said that one problem
with changing the dates of the
summer session is that college
catalogs and promotional posters
are being printed with the old dates.
Also, he said, there would be a
conflict -with schedules of public
school teachers, many of whom take
summer courses. He doubted, too, if
W.S.U. students would be happy
with having to start school on a
Thursday.
Brian Fahey, a student on A2C2,
suggested that the original schedule
be kept, eliminating two teaching
days that could be made up after
July 1. This might involve going to
school on a couple of Saturdays.
The A2C2 committee decided to
delay action on the proposal until it
has further time to examine all
aspects of the plan.
Julie Fasching

Gatzke
Satori editor
provide a vehicle for the aspiring
writer, provide exposure and recognition among fellow students.
There's room for painting and
sketching, sculpture and photography too: any statement made
through the artist's chosen medium." He said further that he hopes
to sustain the caliber of last year's
edition. •

The publications committee
met on October 14, approving Stan
Gatzke as editor of the 75-76
edition of Satori. Stan is in his
sophomore year, majoring in English.
Asked what he wants Satori to
represent, he replied that "it should

STEPS

Stan also emphasized that the
strongest single factor in determining the success of this year's Satori
is your contribution - not your
bucks but your efforts. If you do a
thing you care about and it can be
communicated on a journal's page,
share it. Put the pinch on any
reticent artistic geniuses you may
know, too.
Submissions are accepted from
WSU faculty and alumni as well as
currently enrolled students. Turn
them in to Dr. Emilio De Grazia,
Minne' 307.

Photo Minor OK'd
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1F0 salary proposal
before U board
Bill Marx
The Inter Faculty Organization
(IFO) presented its salary proposal
to the State University Board (SUB)
at a bargaining session last week.
The proposal is designed in two
sections, the first calls for an
across-the-board 10 percent salary
increase for all faculty. The second
section sets up five academic
training lanes and seven experience
steps for faculty placement in a
salary schedule.
The schedule, as follows, would
become effective retroactive to July
1, 1975.
The placement in the lanes will

WINCAC defined
Author's note: Two previous articles that appeared iii the WINONAN (Oct. 8 & 15) discussed the
nature, purpose, and history of the
Winona County Action Council
(WINCAC). This article, the last in a
three-part series, will explain the
issues of the organization.
The purpose of the Winona
County Action Council is to initiate
and resolve issues which are of
concern to the people in the Winona
County area. These issues are
numerous.

Bill Marx
A Photography Minor to be
offered by the Audio-Visual Department was approved last week by the
Academic Affairs and Curriculum
Committee (A2C2). Before becoming effective, the minor must still be
approved by the State University
Board and the Minnesota Higher
Education Coordinating Committee.
The minor will be 30 credits; 15
required A-V credits and four
required Art credits and 11 elective
A-V credits.

provide an opportunity for the
student to gain competencies in
black-and-white and color still
photography," according to James
Spear, Head of the A-V Department. He added, "Student interest
in photography at WSU is extremely high, adequate facilities and
equipment are available, and all
courses in the minor - except one
- are being taught now. The minor
is simply structuring our current
photography courses into a minor."

Spear indicated that if the other
agencies approve the minor, it could
"The program is designed to go into effect as soon as Janurary.

be: lane 1, bachelors degree; lane 2,
masters degree; lane 3, masters
with 90 hours beyond bachelors;
lane 4, masters . with 135 hours
beyond masters; and lane 5, an
earned doctorate. Placement in the
experience steps will be: step 1, 0-8
years experience; step 2, 9-16 years
experience; step 3, 17-24 years
experience, and step 4, 25 or more
years experience. Up to 23 years
outside experience may be counted
and all experience at the institution
will count in step placement. On
July 1 of every year all faculty will
automatically be advanced to the
next highest step within the
appropriate lane. The proposal also
has a provision that if a faculty's
current salary is higher than what
he would receive under the contract, he will be placed at the next

There is a definite need for
accessible health care facilities and
people to staff them. It is a well
known fact that the cost of medical
services has increased significantly
in the recent past. As a result, many
people who really need these
services cannot afford them. Also,
there is only one hospital and two
clinics, located in the City of
Winona, still operating in the
county. In many cases, people who
live in the rural areas find these
services inaccessible. This situation
is especially acute among senior
citizens. Therefore, the need to
develop low-cost medical facilities

which are accessible to all of the
people is an issue in Winona County.
Moreover, the people who will
benefit most by the services, young
people, low-income families, and
senior citizens, need to have a voice
in deciding the nature and the
location of future medical facilities
in the area.
The inaccessibility of rural people
and senior citizens to medical
facilities points out a need to
develop transportation systems in
the area. Outside of the Cab-bus
system, which only operates in the
City of Winona and the Village of
Good view, no public transportation
is available. Throughout the rural
areas of the county and in the City
of Winona improved public transportation systems are a necessity.
Land-use planning is also a critical
problem. In this area hundreds of
prime agricultural acres have been
removed from production and
converted to other uses (i.e.
shopping centers, housing developments, and highways). In the future,
if there is less land available for
farming, less food will be produced
and food prices as a result will

step higher than his current salary.
The IFO proposal also asks for an
annual cost of living increase
adjustment. The increase each year
would be equal to the increase in the
Bureau of Labor StatisticsConsumer price Index for the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area for that
year.
The SUB did not react to the
proposal but promised to have a
counter proposal prepared by November 6. The SUB's proposal is
expected to be somewhat less than
what the IFO is asking for.
Dates for the next negotiating
sessions have been set for October
27 and 30 and November 6. The only
issue to be negotiated to date has
been academic freedom and no
substantial agreement has been
reached on that issue.
The IFO is the exclusive bargaining agent for the faculty at the
seven State Universities in the
collective bargaining negotiations.
continue to rise. Therefore, the laws
which govern the use of agricultural
land need to be strengthened.
The housing situation is relatively
depressed, especially for students,
low-income families, and senior
citizens. In the rural areas there are
no apartment dwellings for elderly
people in particular. And, in
Winona, there is a need for at least
200 units of low and moderate
income housing. The problem of
absentee landlords is also growing.
As a result, students and other
tenants are taken advantage of.
Even though these problems are
not unique to this area, their
proliferation here is apparent. What
can be done about them?
The Winona County Action Council urges the people who live in this
area to be concerned with improving their environment. WINCAC
can provide the means to resolve
some, but not all, of these pressing
problems. According to the goals of
WINCAC, one way to act to resolve
some of the apparent problems in
Winona County is to build a people's
organization that is effective and
influential enough to achieve its
ends. Then an organized citizenry
would more easily be able to
WINCAC continued page 3
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Theta Chi starts
On the evening of September
23, six men were sworn in by Theta
Chi field representative, Anton
Trutchy, creating a new fraternity
at Winona State.

Jobs
for grads
All bachelor of arts seniors and
all bachelor of science seniors in
teacher education who expect to
graduate before September 1976
are asked to report to one of the
meetings scheduled by the Placement Bureau on October 28.
Bachelor of arts candidates meet in
Gildemeister 155 at 8:00 a.m., 10:00
a.m., 11:00 a.m. or 4:00 p.m.
Teaching candidates meet in Gildemeister 156 at 8:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m.,
11:00 a.m. or 4:00 p.m.

DZ
Pledges
Delta Zeta has been off to a
great start this year with seven
pledges. The girls names are Carol
Dahlberg, Barb Doffing, Missy
Erickson, Liz Hacker, Avis Kryzer,
Deb Marciniaic, and Linda Monk.
We are going to have an exchange
with the Vets Thursday, October 16
and an exchange with the Phi Sigs
Thursday October 23. We are also
involved with Minnesota Youth
Association for Retarded Citizens.
We are planning a halloween party
for the Retarded.

To obtain full benefits of membership in the Placement Bureau it is
important to get a file started now.
A file of credentials can be
Our officers this year year are:
assembled without paying a fee. The
Laurel
Betcher — President, Jean
purpose of these meetings is to help
inform students about services •raimer — Vice President of Rush,
available to them as well as to start Ann Kraimer — Vice President of
them in the job seeking procedure. Pledging, Denise Sabotta — TreaVideo tapes on applying for a job surer, Carol Wittmer — Correand the job interview will also be sponding Secretary, Jodi Lillebo —
available in the Learning Center. Social and Scholarship, Jeanne
Possibilities for employment in Brown — Editor and Historian and
Australia will be presented to Eliza — guard.
teacher candidates.
All in all, we hope this to be a
great year.

Voter
info.

Jeanne Brown

Greeks elect

The League of Women Voters
The second meeting of the
of Winona sent copies of the Voter newly established Greek council
Registration Procedures which are was held on October 14.
now posted on bulletin boards on
campus. They provide information
Permanent representatives from
on who may register to vote, WSU's fraternities and sororities
registration deadlines, where to were named, and 1975-76 officers
register and receive a registration elected.
form, why a voter's registration
might be cancelled, who may vote
Elected as co-chairpersons were:
by absentee ballot and how to get Fred Larson (Phi Sigma Epsilon)
absentee registration forms, and and Darla Miller (Alpha Delta Pi);
deadlines for absentee ballots.
secretary, James Smith (Tau Kappa
Epsilon); treasurer, Joy Wermer
The League will be sponsoring a (Alpha Xi Delta); and publicity
Primary Candidates Meeting, Oct- chairman, Dan Wilson (Theta Chi).
ober 28, 1975 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Lower Library of Winona Senior
Meetings are held twice monthly
High School. Everyone interested is on Tuesdays. Among the activities
welcome.
the Greek Council is working on is a
new constitution, Greek directory,
Greek seminar, snow Greek week,
and a dance marathon for Muscular
Dystrophy.

Poetry
Contest

A $1500 grand prize will be
awarded in the current Poetry
Contest sponsored by the World of
Poetry, a monthly newsletter for
poets. Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand prize or for 49 other cash
or merchandise awards. Second
place is $500. Each winning poem
will be included in the World of
Poetry Anthology. Rules and official
entry forms are available by writing
to: World of Poetry, 801 Portola
Dr., Dept. 211, San Francisco, CA
94127. Contest deadline is November 30, 1975.

Theta Chi is a national fraternity
that was founded in 1856, at
Norwich University, Norwich, Vermont. It has since grown to be the
sixth largest national fraternity in
the United States with 147 active
chapters.
Theta Chi's chapter at Winona
State will remain a colony for the
rest of Fall quarter. After the
colonization period is over, assuming the colony meets the national
requirements, it will become an
active chapter.
The following is a list of the six
charter members, including one
additional member: Jim Daggot and
Mark Gerry, both from St. Paul
Park, MN; Bob Bendinelli, Chicago,
IL; Bob Major, Preston, MN; Buddy
O'Connell, River Falls, WI; Dan
Wilson, Cresco, IA; and Perry
Robinson, Elburn, IL.

Phi Sig
busy
Phi Sigma Epsilon fraternity
has been busy this quarter. One of
our members, Charles Haag was
elected to the Student Senate.
Phi Sigs were geared up for
homecoming last week. They are
very proud of their homecoming
candidate, Pat Sokolski and a
banquet was held on Saturday
evening to top off the week.
On Sunday, three new members
were initiated as brothers of Phi
Sigma Epsilon. The new brothers
initiated are: Kerry Ohnesorge,
Norm Grams, and Kerry Michaels.
On Monday, an informal rush was
held at the Alumni Lounge to
explain to prospective members
about the purposes and activities
Phi Sigs partake in. A get together
followed at Rocco's Pizza.
Tomorrow, a party will be with
the Delta Zeta sorority. Anyone
who is interested in Phi Sig, should
call 452-5808 for details about the
party.

WINCAC Benefit

The Winona County Action
Council is sponsoring a benefit
dinner to raise money to support
their annual Farmer's Market. The
dinner will be held on Saturday,
October 25 from 5-10 p.m. in the
WSU East Cafeteria. The "Tillers of
the Field Harvest Happening" will
feature Spanish rice, baked squash,
apple or pumpkin pie, and apple
cider. -During the dinner live music
The first meeting of the will be performed by far eastern,
Student Health Committee was held country and rock artists. Tickets for
on Oct. 6. Merle Dargus was elected the event cost $1.50 (cheap) and are
chairman and Mary Fitzsimmons available at the WSU Student
Perron secretary. It was decided Activities desk. So, before you go
that the first project for this year downtown this Saturday night, join
would be to make the student body us for some good food and in
more aware of the health facilities the East Cafeteria at 5 p.m.
available to them on and off campus.
The Committee will be publishing
this information through a series of
We would like to congratulate
articles in the Winonan. If any
students have questions, sugges- Jim Smith as new Sophomore
Senator. Jim Smith was also elected
tions or comments please contact:
Secretary for Greek Council, workTheresa Brewer 454-4770
ing closely with representatives
Steve Broecker and Tom Haase.
Merle Dargus
452-3443
Sharon Fruetel 457-2022
Brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon
Mary Kopel
enjoyed a wonderful Homecoming
452-1538
Mary Perron
weekend with a Banquet and a
454-4735
picnic.
Nancy Robinson 457-2152

Health Committee

TKE News

Student advising period is coming up Oct.
27-Nov. 7th. Pick up your clearance cards
starting Oct. 27th. -Find out who is your
advisor in the Department and make
arrangements for an appointment.

What is debate?
standing are correct.
By: Tyanne Feehan
Q. This year's debate topic is

Tom Dose is a senior working for
a Bachelor of Science in Speech &
Public Address with a minor in
Music. Before coming to WSU,
Tom went to Rochester Junior
College and Illinois College in
Jacksonville. He was also a merchandise manager for a national
firm.
Q. Tom, can you explain what
debate is and what a debator
does?
A. Debate is a separate category
in a tournament, different
than Individual Events. A
debator must be able to argue
both affirmative and negative
sides of the current debate
topic. The main objective is to
persuade the judge toward the
debators point of view. The
judge directs you to be either
affirmative or negative.
Q. What do affirmative and
negative mean?
A. In the affirmative case you will
promote a change from the
status quo. You must convince
the judge a change is needed,
that the change will better the
people. Under the affirmative
case are two divisions; Comparative advantage — admits
there are 'problems which
need alteration and a partial
change is needed. Traditional
Case — A debator with this
point of view would ask for a
complete change from the
status quo. The Negative Case
debator upholds the status
quo. He feels the present

Resolved: That the federal
government should adopt a
comprehensive plan to control
land use in the United States.
What do you think of the
topic?
A. I do not think it is a good topic.
There are too many questions
left unanswered such as the
legality of the subject of land
use. The status quo has not
yet been established. The
ideas and answers given now
are too speculative.
Q. What values or gain come out

of participation in debate?
A. I think the most valuable
learning process in debate is
the gaining of the ability to
think logically and be a critical
listener. The words must not
be just heard but digested for
concepts and hidden meanings. Organization of thought
must be quick and in order.
In the two years that Tom has
been in debate, he has found much
enjoyment in it. He believes debate
is not as hard as people tend to
think. It does not take a great
speaker. It does take the ability to
know the material and being able to
organize what is said. We as college
students do this in our everyday
life.
If you are interested in debate or
would like to ask questions, Tom is
very willing to help. Just stop in at
the Communication and Theatre
Arts Office and let us know of your
interest.

William' s Annex
129 West 3rd
Spirits Of
Grapes
& Grain
GOOD FOOD
DINING 5-9
DISCO 9:30-1
GAME ROOM

Watch For Specials
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WINCAC continued from page 1
recognize and resolve the issues
which are of concern to them.
The issues of the Winona County
Action Council reflect the desire of
the membership to effect change in
certain areas. The WINCAC founding convention, which was held on
May 9, 1975, adopted an issues
platform which included 22 apparent problems. Following the convention, the WINCAC Action Council created specific task forces to
deal with some of the issues which
were of immediate concern. Three
task forces have been created by the
Action Council: food prices, historic
buildings and landmarks, and indoor
recreation. (A task force is a
committee of individuals who desire
to effect change in a particular issue
area.)
The major focus of the food prices
task force is the operation of an
outdoor vegetable market, called
the Farmer's Market. The purpose
of this venture is to create a market
situation where local produce growers can sell vegetables directly to
consumers at lower prices than
supermarkets. The Farmer's Market is held annually and takes place
every Saturday morning during the
summer and fall months.
The historic buildings and landmarks task force has also initiated
several projects since its formation.
The projects include: 1) participating in an historic building survey of
Winona, 2) drafting for submission
to the Winona City Council an
ordinance creating a Heritage
Preservation Commission, 3) preparing a grant to the Minnesota
Humanities Commission to provide
for public education on historic
preservation, and 4) salvaging the
decorative stones, entitled
"LATSCH 1905", from the Latsch
warehouse before it was demolished. Historic preservation is 'a
major concern of the members of
WINCAC, and the consideration of
certain historic buildings and landmarks could be a significant factor
in the future development of
Winona County.
The main occupation of the
recreation task force is to investigate the need for an indoor
recreation center in the City of
Unique. unusual and
original diamond
engagement rings and
wedding bands.

RONALD
ORIGINALS
JEWELERS
7W

Hennepin at

7th Fs.

Downtown Minneapolis
339-4767
Open awnings till 8.

Winona. Because there are no
recreational facilities that are available for use by the general public
the construction of new facilities is
inevitable. These facilities could be
in the form of tennis courts, a roller
rink, an ice skating rink, etc.
These are not the only issues
which WINCAC could become
involved in. The needs of the people
in Winona County extend far
beyond food prices, historic preservation, and recreation.
What are your needs and issues?
Many of the issues which exist in
Winona County will be recognized
and resolved because of the
initiative of many individuals.
WINCAC can be the vehicle for
facilitating and supporting the
resolution of any issue a group of
people are interested in.
Now that you are familiar with
the nature, purpose, history and
issues of the Winona County Action
Council getting involved in the
organization is simple, especially for
students. The WSU Student Senate
is a founding member of WINCAC
and has been very influential in
effecting change within the Winona
community. If you would like to
become involved in WINCAC feel
free to contact your representative
on the student senate or phone
Kathy Haugh at 454-1699.

Scott for DFL post
The vice president of St. Mary's
College in Winona, Rick Scott,
formally announced his candidacy
for state DFL chairman October 9 at
a press conference at the state
capital in St. Paul.

Faculty
Profile:
Ery Bublitz
By Jeri Fuchs
"My estimation of the quality of
the students here at Winona State
University is high," says Dr. Ery
Bublitz, acting head of Sociology.
Dr. Bublitz was born and raised
here in Winona. He received his
Bachelor of Arts at St. Mary's here
in Winona, his Bachelor of Science
and Master of Science from Winona
State College and his Ph.D. from the
University of Utah.
Dr. Bublitz taught statistics at
the University of Utah for three
years. In the fall of 1970 he came to
Winona State College. Among other
classes that he teaches he also
teaches the advanced methodology
and research course. Dr. Bublitz
calls this class a "snap course."
Dr. Bublitz had the late Larry
Connell for some of his classes while
he attended Winona State University and he had a great influence on
Dr. Bublitz's major in Sociology.
Some of Dr. Bublitz's favorite
hobbies are snow and water skiing,
hunting, boating, canoeing, and
playing racquet ball.
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"Keggers," as they have come
to be known, are now a familiar part
of the campus scene at Winona
State. They probably exist in some
form on most campuses, but here
they have evolved a sort of
entrepreneural form which, as it
turns out, probably makes pretty
good sense inasmuch as we are now
stuck with the non-alcoholic beverage legislation anyhow.
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Active in DFL politics from
precinct chairman to DFL endorsed
congressional candidate, the 43 year
old Scott said he will center his
candidacy on fund raising and
organizational and managerial skills
acquired in his budget and management career in higher education.
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As the college administrator of a
$1.5 million budget Scott explained
that his guidelines as chairman of
theDFL Party would be similar to
the situation he advocated in his
management at St. Mary's College;
creating a program representing
the best ideas of grassroots Democrats rather than any idea of his
own.
Scott stated that he viewed the
party chairmariship not as an
advocate for candidates or positions,
but rather as someone "who created
an open party mechanism so all
party members can discuss the
candidates and issues and come to a
clear vote on them."

e will you be
When you get
il.lfiere you are going?

33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships

One of the advantages of the
system we are using is that the
clubs or organizations getting
permission to hold a kegger takes
the responsibility along with profit.
This is of utmost importance,
because these affairs have to be
controlled, for, if they are not the
whole thing will collapse. As long as
there are controls, however, we see
no big problems. My own feelings

after having attended the last one
were, while it was hardly to be
termed an uplifting experience,
neither was it particularly bad. (One
is still left with the question,
though, of what this sort of thing is
doing on the college campus).
Along with the need to control the
organized keggers comes the question of controlling the spontaneous,
illegal kinds which turn up every
now and then. Getting these started:
in residence halls is bound to have a
negative effect. It is bad enough
that people will promote these
things off the campus and get
accused of "terrorizing neighborhoods," but on the campus, unless
they are approved and licensed they
are downright illegal. The college
should sign a complaint and will,
when it finds out about them. That's
what citizens should do when things
get out of control off campus also.
All in all, however, the beer-oncampus issue seems to be getting
resolved due to the overall good
sense being displayed on all sides. It
is time it got resolved, too, because
it has been an issue long enough and
has probably used up far more
energy and time than it was worth
in the first place. There now seems
to be reason to hope that this
practice, which I personally felt
would be quite harmful, won't be so
bad after all. Time will tell.

Oct. 29, 1975

PLACE.

Winona State University

TIME

7:30 p.m. each evening

Who is

SPEAKER:

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

Landon Saunders

TELEPHONE: 452.6355 or 1154-1025

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

LEARN TO FLY!
HANG GLIDING

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Daily lessons at basic
and intermediate levels
Gliders Sold & Serviced
the WINONA WINGNUTS
HANG GLIDING CLUB
Call 452-2021
Before Noon

Name
Address
State

It is no secret that I have voted
consistently against allowing beer
on the state college campuses and I
still don't think it was a very good
idea. But we have it so we are trying
to make the best of it. Curiously
enough Winona State is the only
campus in the system where the
kegger thing has become organized
and has gone forward. In fact, I
believe Winona is the only community where the City Council has done
what is necessary to make it all legal
and proper.

R.A. DuFresne, President

DATES:
-

East Cafeteria
Kryszko Commons

8
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(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
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Editorials
Tamrat
replies
Mr. Cato:
I thank you for reacting to the
articles and editorials in the
WINONAN because it shows concern and interest. At least someone
has not lost the zeal of life!
I'm glad to hear that you were
pleased with the transition from
keggers to more relevant matters of
concern.
I'm afraid you didn't realize the
values of my editorials. My editorials were not be brainwash people
but to state the truth! I know the
truth is painful and might be
perceived insulting, boring and
unreal!
The articles I'm writing are not
opinions they are facts. I know they
are hard to swallow. I feel it is about
time the students and the community knew about them.
You said it is obvious to you that
capitalism exploits and causes
misery and suffering. I'm glad you
are informed. It is not obvious to
everybody, especially for people and
students that have been told
otherwise. The media, is working
hard not to make it obvious and thus
disillusionment is prevalent among
the student body and the community.
The fact that I stated the Cuban,
Vietnamese, other social achievements does not mean I am totally
unaware of some other social
achievements in any other political
system. I did not try to redeem
communism and put all the blames
on capitalism. I stated the value of
each system with facts. The fact
that the average Cuban is more
secure economically than he was, or
enjoys more social benefits is not a
propaganda, but the truth. If you
have social achievements that you
believe any system has brought
about you are entitled to state those
achievements on paper, any expression on paper is welcome. Why don't
you express your idea? This is a
democratic country where one can
express facts, opinions, criticisms,
and so on. I like to enjoy the
freedom. I try my best to get all
sorts of views. I have pleaded with
people to write their views and
knowledge. If I have begged as
much as I have, I believe I'm
entitled to state my facts and views
in a free country.
If you want to know the reason
why I stated what I stated in my
editorials, it is because I have
respect for the American sensitivity
and understanding! It is to state the
truth! I'm not an extremist! I'm not
a Commie, but I believe in stating
the Evils of Imperialism which all of
us, the masses of America and the
world are victims of. Imperialism
has killed Americans as well as
Africans, it has brought down
mankind to the lowest level of
existence.
Imperialism was not carried out
by one country only, it has been
carried out as a policy by many
countries, since the start of "Civilization."

perverted as there are antagonistic
forces of "civilization" distorting it. I
do not deny the fact that there have
been Imperialists using communist
banners to kill, or to be dictatorial.
The communist ideology, however,
still remains valid and clean. I think
if you understand dilectics you
would realize we are evolving to
that direction any way. I'm in favour
of equality and respect for all! I love
and respect the American people.
I guess my tunnel vision and short
sightedness are the products of
"savage, naive" Africa. I haven't
suffered communist manipulations.
I admit, and to be honest I have
been oppressed, suppressed and
depressed because of Imperialism.
My people have been shot like dogs!
My family, country, and my
continent have been exploited. The
whole world has been exploited by
Imperialism.
I have suffered so much loss, and
that you will have to realize.

WINONAN criticized

manipulated. It is our editor who is
the product of that ominous
predator and exploiter, the very
object of his concern and obsession.

As a loyal "Winonan Watcher"
over the past two years I have
noticed the abrupt change in the
paper's overall composition and
direction, expecially with regard to
the editorial section. At first I was
pleased with the transition from last
year's concern with beer on campus
and keggers to this year's focus on
more relevant matters. However,
after three weeks of reading about
the evils of capitalism and the
American way of life and the great
redeeming communist utopia I've
reached a point where I must voice
my objections. The editor is
certainly entitled to his opinions but
for him to push his extremist
politics as the paper's weekly theme
is too much.

Even more bizzare than its
simplistic theory and tiresome
rhetoric are his shining examples of
the free and enlightened people, \
notably those from Cuba and
Vietnam. Perhaps next week we
will read of the wonders of life today
in Cambodia, Hungary or Czechoslavakia.
While admitting freely to be part
of the "system" I will qualify this by
saying that I consider myself to be
the farthest thing from the superpatriot. I share the editor's frustration and disgust with exploitation,
regardless of origin, but to lay the
blame in the lap of the capitalist
west indicates the editor's own
prejudices and inadequacy in analyzing and assessing world problems.

Obvious to most of us capitalism
is not without its faults and has
contributed its share to exploitation
and suffering, but to portray it alone
as a devilish, devouring monster
preying upon and exploiting the
toiling masses and offering communism as its absolute antithesis
represents a gross distortion of
reality. Actually this naive approach
to world problem solving affords us
an insight, with regard to our
editor. For an individual who has
professed his concern for universal
equity, justice and well-being to be
so short-sighted and tunnel-visioned
it is clear that it is he who has been

A newspaper editor should be the
first to realize that his paper should
be used to transmit credible
information, ideas and criticism, and
finally to reflect the interests and
ideas of its readers. It most
certainly should not be used as a
vehicle to indulge in political
fantasizing.

Open your eyes, mind, and ears! I
believe in being a super-patriot for
truth! I'm against super-patriotism
for Imperialism.
Please do not try to make fun of
the Cuban people's achievements, to
have no unemployment in this era of
crisis is quite an achievement.
Have you been standing in the
unemployment line in an unemployment office?
I know what it means to starve
because I have seen starving people
and I've starved for awhile, myself.
The task to defend Imperialists
has always had good rewards. In the
end though, the puppet that defends
Imperialism is wasted in disgrace
and dies as a traitor to his people.
My stand as a human being is to
search for honesty and truth and
well being. For any kind of truth
should be shared with everybody so
that we grow together to form a
decent world,
My stand as an editor is human
also, I'm not an appendage of the
machinery.
If you find my information a tiring
rhetoric, then you are obviously not
realizing the value of the lives that
have been wasted in the wars of
Imperialism, rather, my information
should be educational and conscious
raising. Criticism and self-criticism I value
most. I respect your criticism but as
I'm willing to criticize myself, please
do the same. Reflect into your
consciousness and ask what life is
about.
Please learn the difference between a political reality and a
political fantasy.
Wake up my friend Cato!

Please! Please! Write more! Your
contribution will always be reCommunism as an Ideology is spect&I.
humanitarian and universally incluTamnit Tademe
sive. Though in practice it has been

tx,A,
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The title of this blurb is hardly
original as it comes from the words
of Ecclesiastes, the Preacher who
lived something like twenty five
hundred years ago. He said, "There
is evil among all things that are
done under the sun..." The great
preacher said more, but he defined
evil, if you bother to read him; as
selfish, cruel, and vicious things.

Times they are
a changin'
Still
By Mary Murck
Radical, marxist, leftist, commie,
anarchist, pinko, red, organizer,
pamphleteer, demonstrator, extremist, agitator. These are all
emotionaly-charged words used to
label people who are anywhere left
of liberal on a politcal scale. Many of
the words strike terror into the
hearts of American people. These
dissatisfied people are often considered criminals, or evildoers.
My personal feeling is many of the
people given these labels are
strictly — humanitarians. If they
were hateful, spiteful people why
would they care to change things at
all? What is their reason for
dissatisfaction? A feeling of need for
freedom, and more economic equality, a need for end to discrimination,
oppression and human suffering.
These are, of course, high ideals —
maybe impossible.

Are "ideals" foolish? We as
college students are often accused of
living in an "ivory tower." This
ivory tower idea often minimizes or
attempts to make look foolish our
ideals. Because we are dissatisfied,
Richard Cato instead of disinterested or indifferent, we are criticized, often ostracized by many people.

There is an evil
Henry Hull
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upwards from the time of Clarence
the Caveman, man has had a
number of forms of government.
Part of the time, Ms. kind (excuse
me for not recognizing the true
democracy, women included sooner), much of that time, Ms. kind has
suffered under totalitarian leaders,
who had the final word. Some of
these were _brutal and cruel
Emperors like Nero and Caligula of
Rome, and Ivan the Terrible of
Russia. Some were mere kings like
the foul syphiletic monster Henry
VIIIof England, plus Edward the
First, Charles the First, and Second
and more. France had its Louis the
Fourteenth, and monster kings.
There have been queens and
empresses just as bad.

Almost nowhere can you find the
perpetuation of the historical past in
blind, yes stupid ignorance, and the
simple perpetuation of evil, as in our
Upper Midwest Royalty system.
Here, all unknowingly, evil comes to
the forefront. In the bicentennial
year of 1975, seemingly devoted to
the year the colonial heroes started
the war that threw off the dread
power of the selfish aristocracy of
England, headed by the inbred, and
often insane monster, George III,
local high school and even college
students are talking of royalty.
When you accept the authority
They are not to be too harshly invested in one ideal, you also
criticized. In this center of provin- accept totalitiarian monsters like
cial county seat oriented society, we Adolph Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Franhave many queens. In Winona we cisco Franco, and many more.
have a Steamboat Queen, and in
Think, you would be queens of
other county seats they have coffee
some temporary school parade, and
queens, kolache queens, sauerkraut
think you are a future King Borealis'
queens and even, in the town of
of the Snows. Is this the type of
Waterville, Minnesota, a bullhead
tradition that you want to promote
queen. In our great state capitol, St.
in bi-centennial America? Think of
Paul, they have a Queen of the
the county seat and high school
Snows who can preside over the
queens of the past. Did they not owe
suffering high school band people
-part of their succss to a magnificent
who march in the Winter Carnival
pair of mammary glands and a
Parade. Wow! Second class wow.
deeply arched backside that looked,
neat in -a pair of tight slacks?
well,
That is not the end of the royalty
Think about this whole problem.
bit. Both the county seats, headed
by Ramsey county, where they have
a King Borelis every winter, and the
high schools, have kings, Why?
,

Let us try not to be so quick to
label people._ If you must label —
label us concerned. I feel ideals are
important, goals are important too.
Many things can and will be
changed through idealistic thoughts
and actions, as they always have.
FREEDOM
THOSE WHO PROFESS TO FAVOR FREEDOM,
AND YET DEPRECIATE AGITATION,
ARE MEN WHO WANT CROPS
WITHOUT
PLOWING UP THE GROUND.
They want rain without thunder and lightning
They want the ocean without the
awful roar of its waters
This struggle may be a moral one;
or it may be a physical one;
or it may be both moral and
physical;
but it must be a s truggle.
Power concedes nothing without a
demand
It never did, and it never will.
Find out just what people will
submit to, and you have found out
the exact amount of injustice and
wrong which will be imposed upon
them; and these will continue until
they are resisted with either words
or blows, or with both.
The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance of those
whom they oppress.
Frederick Douglas
August 4, 1857

No big payoff

In the so-called enlightened year
of nineteen hundred and seventy
five is there any excuse for this
stupid, childish, anti-intellectual
activity? In a land that Abraham
Lincoln defined as a place where
there was a government Of the
people, by the people, do you have
time for royalty — even by vicarious
identification?
In the long struggle of man

THE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE OF GOING TO COLLEGE
HAS DECLINED SHARPLY over
the past five years, and the gloomy
job prospects of graduates are likely
to continue "even if the whole
economy reverts to full employment," according to an article in the
September Change magazine. Authors Richard Freeman and J.
Herbert Hollomon said the "bust" in
the college job market stems from

an oversupply of students and
slower growth in the demand for
graduates — a situation that
promises to continue for the rest of
the decade. According to Freeman,
a Harvard economist, and Hollomon,
an engineering professor, the estimated rate of return on the college
investment (assuming higher college costs) dropped from 11% to
12% in 1969 to 7% to 8% in 1974. "A
decrease of this magnitude is
unprecedented," they said.
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To the
porthole
By Neil Brown

The theme of the twenties was
what America needs is a good ten
cent cigar. The apparent theme of
the seventies will be what American
needs is a good dime bag. I am of
course, refering to the decriminalization of the demon weed. Recently
the government, ours, released a
"white paper," stating that small
dosages of marijuana should be
decriminalized so that authorities
can be more or less freed up to go
after the traffickers of hard drugs
such as heroin and cocaine, and the
users of these drugs.
President Ford, after having
heard the committee's findings,
stated that the conclusion was a
logical one and issued the orders to
start the wheels in motion. One
thing we must consider at this time,
that such a bill would only legalize
the use of small amounts of
marijuana, it still does not legalize
its sale. But let us say in a few
years, the sale of PUT will be legal.

editor

Ugly reality
By Bill Andros
We are all familiar with the good
cops on television. Such characters
as Barnaby Jones, Mannix, The
Rookies, Cannon, Columbo, and
other make us feel safe -and secure.
On the other hand we have all heard
the police or cops referred to as
"pigs". Why the discrepancy? It
would be impossible to give a
completely definite answer but
perhaps I can shed some light on the
question.
As students in a small midwestern town we are often times isolated
from the ugly reality that exists
beyond Winona. We feel safe and
sound. However this is not the case
for many less fortunate persons
particularly minorities.

On the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation the crime rate is -at an
all time high. Many Indians have
been killed on both sides. Personally
I think that a package of joints I can't believe that the problem in
will be as common as cigarettes. If South Dakota is with bloody
this is true, the advertising indus- savages (Indians), rather that the
tries are going to be having a field bloody savages provide the money
day. With brand names like Panama and weapons to contain the Indian
RReds and Acapulco Gold commer- people. The average Indian in the
cials would hit an all time high. U.S. lives an average of 14 years
Slogans like: 'one puff and it's less than the average white person.
spring time' and 'I'd walk a mile for It seems apparent that the crime is
a Reefer,' would make excellent part of the federal governments
selling points. The jingle would have genocide policy upon Indian people,
to state the commerce commissions similar to that used in Viet Nam.
warning "Due to stringent importaAccording to the New York Times
tion laws of other countries, and the Washington Post 28 Black
Remember: (Sing to Salem Jingle) Panthers were killed by the police.
The Panthers believe that the
"You can smoke marijuana state deaths and the raids were part and
side now But!
package of a national scheme by
You cant take it out of the various agencies of the government
country." to destroy and commit geonocide
upon members of the Black Panther
The Man from Marlboro county Party.
It is not only those who are
would have to move south of the
border. Juan Valdez and his son politically active that fear the police
would not only grow the world's (pigs) but many average persons,
finest coffee bean, but could also such is the case of Mrs. Bennye
grow the world's finest Coffee Pot Moon.
Mrs. Moon, a 45-year-old emias well. Noreclo• would be out of
business. Dean Kane, does_ this grant from an Oklahoma sharecropmean we'll have an Ad Hoc Pot per's cabin, was walking home from
Committee? Give me the straight the drugstore that day with her son,
Cornell, and her daughter, Diane,
skinny.
who was far along in pregnancy

Homecoming
reflections
By Dave Galchutt
Homecoming to most students is a
joke. What is it besides a queen
contest and a football game, right?
For those of us who are 5th year
seniors or better, or have some old
yearbooks around, Homecoming
was something. It may sound "harry
highschoolish" to many students,
but it was fun. There were parades
with floats, a homecoming concert, a
talent show, and one year, Tucci,
Krebs, and Bezacheck sponsored a
kegger out at Prairie Island. There
was something that appealed to
everybody!
But none of those things hap :
pened this year. And it is not the
Homecoming Committee that's to
blame either, because no one shows
any interest in these activities
anymore.
One thing is for sure: at least the
queen contest stirred some interest.
Last year, around 80 people voted.
This year, over 300 people voted.

Posters Were up, and students were
told to go to the polls (I wouldn't
doubt if the homecoming queen
outpolled every student senate
candidate). The sponsors and the
candidates did a good job publicizing
themselves.
There has been a lot of criticism of
Homecoming being a waste of
money, the queeh contest being
sexist and so forth. Those criticisms
did not exist this year. At least 300
people took it seriously, which is a
better turnout than many campus
events. And it wasn't just the
Greeks that voted or put up
candidates. Congratulations to Morey-Shepard Hall and Conway Hall!
Everyone agrees that this is a
suitcase college and nothing goes on
around here. A few people are
trying to get things moving around
this campus. This Winter, a
sno-week is being planned. The new
Greek Council is organizing it. They
want the dorms to participate in it
and haVe a good time. After all, isn't
that what college life is all about?

with her second child. Chicago
officer Winfield stopped them a few
doors from their house. He called
Cornell over, ordered him to put up
his hands and then put handcuffs on
him.
When Cornell dropped his hands,
Winfield shouted at him and then
smacked him across the face with
his revolver. When Bennye hit at
Winfield he swing his revolver and
hit her across the face, shattering
her lower left jaw. She satrted to
sag to the street and grabbed his lapels to keep from falling. Winfield
kept swinging and she finally fell,
unconscious and bleeding, her
shoulder dislocated, her teeth
knocked loose and her head cut.
Diane ran up to her mother's still
form on the ground and Winfield hit
her in the mouth and stuck her
swollen stomach with his night
stick; she too fell to the ground.
The Moon family went to the
hospital and its members were later
charged with aggravated battery
and resisting arrest, charges that
were eventually dropped. Diane's
son, Eddie, was born the following
October. He is now 6 years old. He
t
has a deformed left eye, a bone
protruding from his chest and a
congenital heart defect. The doctors
say they cannot be sure his defects
came from Winfields blow, but
Diane is sure. The Police department fired Winfield.
Not all policemen are kind and
helpful and I can empathize with
those persons who feel fear and
refer to police as "pigs". I feel it is
very important for WSU students to
transcend their limited experience
(television). It is important that we
learn about the problem of police
brutality and work for reform.

Hunters
OK
To the Editor:
In reference to "Killing Frustration"
Mr. Harens
Are you a vegetarian? If so, fine;
your heartbeat is probably about 10
counts lower than mine. If not; how
can you justify your article in the
October 8th edition of the Winonan?
How can you stand to eat beef and
fish knowing that it has been
"killed" to provide satisfaction for
your stomach?
A few winters ago, while out in
the woods, I came across the
carcasses of 3 deer lying in a small
circle. One was a twelve point buck
with a body about the size of a 70
pound fawn. The other two were
smaller yet. Those deer starved to
death because of two reasons: 1) a
long, cold winter with lots of snow,
and 2) there was no hunting season
that year, thus creating an overabundance of deer. This was about
the saddest, most grievesome sight
I have ever seen.
Nature would balance itself out if
there was no man, but since there
are, there must be ways to
compensate for this. Hunting is one,
and I would think that it would be
far less painful to die without having
any idea what even hit them, than to
die of starvation because of overpopulation. I have hunted for years,
and it has- saved me a lot of money
on groceries. I will continue for that
reason and also that I enjoy being
out in the woods.
I really do believe that you should
be honest with yourself also. I don't
feel that I hide my hunting behind
words like "sport", "conservation",
or "game management". But for you
to out and say this is quote,
"senseless killing", unquote, is
about as closed and narrow minded
as a person can be.
And you're running for student
senate? Wow!

Lynn Bakken

Support
ERA
By Vicky Pascualy
Since 1923 women's suffrage
movements have been working
toward equality of opportunity in
education and employment. It was
thought that the Bicentennial Year
the 27th or Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) guaranteeing equality
under the law for both sexes_would
be ratified. But things aren't
working out that way. In 1972 34
states approved the amendment.
But for it to go into effect, to be
ratified a 3/4 majority is needed.
This majority will most likely not be
attained due to the excellent
organization and lobbying power of
its opponents. The Pro-Era people
have been much too quiet this year.
But what is the Equal Rights
Amendment? Why are some men
and women against it?? Its opponents are heavy on the accusations.
They say the ERA will take away
women's exemption from the draft
and combat duty. It'll have a Dow's,
family support laws will have to be
rewritten to be absolutely equal
between husbands and wives. It'll
invalidate state laws that obligate a
husband to support his wife, to
provide her with a home and be the
primary support of her children. It
will wipe out the right for single sex
schools and mandate coed sports. It
will grant homosexuals and lesbians
the right to marry. Some opposers
go so far as to say we will have coed
public toilets. The other side refutes
the accusations as "outright lies"
and "distortions" and quotes the
amendment:
"Section I. Equality of rights
under the law shall not be denied
or abridged by the U.S.or by any
state on account of sex;
"Section 2. The congress shall
have power to enforce, by
appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article;
"Section 3. This amendment shall
take effect 2 years after the date
of ratification.
It is important to understand that
the ERA applies only to governmental action and not to the private
or social worlds of interpersonal
relationships. Any detailed analysis
will be determined by the courts.
The ERA cannot directly effect
areas not controlled or regulated by
law.
Some say that the ERA is
unnecessary. That we do not need
laws as much as enforcement of
existing ones. Women have been
trying that for years. The ERA is a
law effecting other laws. It will give
women's present legal stand a push
in the right direction. It would give
congress and state legislature 2
years for systematic review and
revision of present laws instead of a
case by case struggle. The ERA

77 WEST 3rd ST.
(Next to
Fanny Farmer)

would set a national standard for
courts.
In case you doubt that women are
being discriminated against, here
are just a few statistics. The median
wage for women working full time
year round in 1972 was 5,593 dolars
compared to 10,202 for men. In that
year 13 million of the 34 million
women work force worked to help
support their families because the
husbands income was inadequate.
An additional 7.8 million to support
themselves. The discrepancies in
salary speak for themselves. Women have been told they cannot be
doctors but nurses and other
analagous bits of programming for
years. 70% of professional women
are nurses and teachers which are
among the lowest paid professions.
Child support laws have not been
very effective either. 50 to 80% of
divorced women stop receiving child
support after 1 year. The enforcement of existing laws in this area is
not being carried out.
A woman who is confident and
does not need to acquiesce to a man
because of financial needs will prove
to be a much better partner, a more
satisfied mother and compete individual. Where there are frustrations
there are tensions. Equality of
employment will create an alternate
to — not a replacement for —
marriage.
In the case of divorce settlements
men and women should be on equal
grown? The professional husband
should not have an advantage over
the woman who chooses homemaking as a career. The financial gains
in the marriage should be regarded
as the product of both partners.-The
housewife should not be put in the
position of trying to "take" whatever she can in court. I see no
reason why the male should always
be expected to be the sole support of
the family or the one who pays
alimony. If the woman is in a better
position why take part of his salary.
It could even be that she should be
paying him. As concerns the army I
wish neither men nor women were
obligated to serve. But facts are the
U.S. has an oversubscribed volunteer army, many of which are
women. With the ERA women who
serve will receive equal benefits.
I would suggest two things, a
tightening of the language in the
amendment. Judging from the 15th
amendment of 1870 which states the
right of all citizens of the United
States to vote and the interpretation/application and justice blacks
received from it for about 90 years I
would not be so trusting of the
courts interpretational ability. Second women must not only sit back
and smile but become more active
politically. We must make ourselves
heard. Judging from . the possible
rejection of the ERA we aren't
doing much. Support for the ERA is
weakest in the midwest and south.
It's now up to us. Why don't you
write to your representatives and
let them hear you. ERA opponents
sure have.

••

atilarbers
Call Today
454-4900

HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
•
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Theatre
program offered

Kuralt:
Nov. 5

THURSDAY

STARTS FRIDAY

SINE' POITIER • BILL COSBY
LET'S DO
IT ROAM

Charles Kuralt, CBS news correspondent and "On the Road"
journalist, will speak at Winona
State University, November 5. Most
widely known for his "On the Road"
series, Mr. Kuralt has had a long
history in the fields of reporting and
journalism. Graduating from the
University of North Carolina, he
joined CBS News as a writer in 1956
and soon after hosted the CBS News
series "Eyewitness." Since then Mr.
Kuralt has reported from Africa and
Asia to the high Arctic where he
covered the 1967 attempt of the
Plaisted Polar Expedition to reach
the North Pole. In addition he has
been the reporter on the Special
"Misunderstanding China," "Mayor
Daley: a Study in Power," and
"Adventure: To the Top of Everest."
Mr. Kuralt will speak at Somsen
Hall Auditorium at 8:15, November
5.

Review:
Dear Liar
A few lucky Winonas last night
(Wednesday, Oct. 15) took advantage of a remarkable opportunity to
have dinner with an actress famous
for her beauty and charm and with a
highly original man generally considered one of the wittiest of all
writers, orators or conversationalists. The food was good, too. This
was all at The Oaks, which opened
its experiment with dinner theater
with a production of Dear Liar,
based on the letters exchanged by
Mrs. Patrick Campbell and George
Bernard Shaw.

7:15 - 9:20

SEE IT AGAIN PG •,C1NEMA

NOT SINCE
LOVE STORY...

The true story of Jill Kinmont.
The American Olympic ski contender
whose tragic fall took everything but her life.
And who found the courage to live
through the love of one
very special man.

'THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE MOUNTAIN'

Barbara Seelicke presented a
good deal of the sultry appeal which
made Mrs. Patrick Campbell the
somewhat scandalous talk of several
continents; and Bryce Wilkinson,
while he could not possibly look like
Shaw, managed to convey at times
the exasperating combination of
egotism, authority, and outrageousness which was G.B.S. in all of his
public appearances, even when he
was playing, as he was here, to a
gallery of one.
The performance, which will be
repeated on Wednesday and Thursday evenings until November twentieth, will naturally improve in
timing and delivery as the cast of
two becomes more secure in the
parts. Seelicke can make a much
better scene out of Liza Doolittle's
first tea-party with its wonderful
contrast between the elegance of
Liza's pronunciation and the vulgarity of her ideas and her vocabulary;
and Wilkinson, in most scenes, can
slow down a bit and let us hear the
magnificent lines more clearly. We
already have, from the actors, some
tine sketches of Shaw playing Shaw
and of Mrs. Campbell playing the
seductive female while she plays
some of Shaw's best parts. We are
never quite sure that either has
completely stopped play-acting.
The play, by Jerome Kilty, was an
excellent choice for the first of a
series which we may hope to have as
a permanent part of Winona
entertainment.

A new internship program, now
referred to as the Dinner Theatre,
will be available to students Winter
Quarter and, perhaps, in future
years. As many as 10 student
interns will perform, direct and do
technical work each quarter at the
Oak's Supper Club in Minnesota
City. Theatre majors are invited
and it is hoped that this program
might eventually supplement the
winter play, which they are
required to direct.
"This is different from our
traditional departmental offering,
because professors or townspeople
can also take part," stated Dr. Brice
J. Wilkinson, of WSU's Communication and Theatre Arts Department,
"it provides the possibility of
students acting/with some of their
professors, at the three colleges,
and also, perhaps, it presents the
possibility of acting with some
professional actors who could be
brought in from the outside, as
actors in residence or -paid performers."
The internship offered will be a
regular college course (with a
grade) for four credit hours. Tuition
will be paid and it is possible to
repeat the course up to 16 total
hours.
Dear Liar, written by Jerome
Kilty, is the current production at
the Oak's Supper Club. The play,
with a cast of Dr. Wilkinson and Ms.
Barbara Seelicke, describes much of
a forty year relationship between
George Bernard Shaw and Mrs.
Patrick Campbell. The play, sometimes referred to as a Comedy of
Letters, is a two act play and will
play on October 15, 16, 22, 23, 29, 30

ll

and November 5, 6, 12, 13, 19 and
20. Dinner begins from 5:00 p.m.
and curtain is at 8:00. Reservations
may be made after 4:00 p.m. by
calling 689-9292.
"Certainly it will bring a new
dimension to what I often refer to as
Winona's non-existant night life. I
hope you will be there," emphasized
Dr. Wilkinson.
Interested students, faculty or
townspeople may contact Dr. Wilkinson, leave their name with Grace
Nascak in the CTA Department or
contact Ms. Seelicke, who is also the
student director of the production.
Information concerning tryouts will
be published on the Departmental
bulletin board; the plays may be
checked out from the departmental
secretary and read in the Performing Arts Center any time a student
is interested. The three shows
which will probably be starting in
January will be: "The Oldest Trick
in the World a musical comedy by J.
Thompson: "Box and Cox" by John
Morton: and a musical melodrama
"No, No A Million Times No" by
Eskel Crawford.
"I think that the idea of it is very
good and something our department
has needed for a long time," stated
Serle Wise a senior Theatre major,"
I...(like the idea of) working with
other people rather than the people
we are cultured with in our own
little group. Working with older
people and other members. of the
community and schools would truly
help our appreciation of the
theatre."
Sher Hakes
Oct. 9, 1975

POETRY CORNER

Today I laze on the fresh-c'' t field; the cool September sun on my
skin, the clear autumn air : reaming slowly over me. Today I am a
swell of the meadow, a hump on the graceful curve of the earth.
I lay here I tell you, I roll here limp: front side, back side,
clothing pulled, untucked; sun shined hair slipping and falling as
I turn; face down, face up, alternately breathing the fragrances
of clipped clover, and bearing my close-eyed grin to the pleasant
glow above.
Now I pass from dream to dream: from sleep to waking, and back to
sleep again. Now the sun swings slowly through the blue above, now
I flop and turn below, half waked, smiling.
Ants and small beetles tickle me, grasshoppers conquer me, the
earth presses close. Tumbling leaves and floating bits of cotton
snag on my protruding form, the air flips at the folds of my shirt.
Human hands slide on my torso; they tenderly knead my shoulders,
they gently pass among the ripples and ridges of my skin-covered
flesh. Parts of bellies and backs are exposed and twisted.
Sudden, playful embraces end in a roll, a flop, and a nap.
Dan Milbert

STUDENTS!!
Thanksgiving & Christmas
Airline & Amtrak
Reservations
MAKE YOUR TRAVEL PLANS NOW
Don't be disappointed
CALL TODAY AAA WORD TRAVEL AGENCY
454-5933
OR STOP IN — 101 W. 3rd — Winona, MN 55987
WE CHARGE THE SAME AS THE AIRLINE

Margaret Boddy
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OTHELLO opens
So often an audience is amazed
at an actor's ability "to remember

all those lines". Memory, of course,
is important but is less difficult to

conquer than all the other facets of
the production. More hours are
spent in line interpretations in an
age where poetic language is never
spoken. Lighting effects designed
by Ken Heer require rehearsals as
well as the designing of faces,
beards and hair styles by Phil
Johnson. Props designed by David
Schroder require special timing
particularly the swords for the fight
scenes.
Movement lessons were required
to learn to act in the costumes from
the Guthrie Theatre. The stage will
be filled with beautiful designs of
the worlds top designers. Costume
management is under the supervision of Amy Austin and Margaret
Price.
All this is only as important as the
Publicity Dept. headed by Gary
Rhodes, the artistic designs of Serle
Wise, and the management of the
Box Office by Bob Swanson.

"Put money in thy purse." Iago, Bruce Hittner; Roderigo, Rich Brintnall.

The Cast

Reservations must be made at the
Theatre Box Office between 1 and 4
p.m. on Oct. 20 through 24 and Oct.
27 through 31. The show plays Oct.'
28 through Nov. 2 at 8:00 p.m.
nightly.

Roderigo — Richard Brintnall
Iago — Bruce Hittner
Othello — Wayne Vakish
Brabantio — David Sampson
Cassio — James Danneker
Officer — Gary Rhoades
Duke — Walt Charter
Senator 1 — Larry Frost
Senator 2 — Terry Riska
Messenger — Brian Maher
Montano — Mark Bettner
Gen. — 1 — Steve Wiltgen
2 — Jack Hichethier
3 — Jerry Siem
Clown — Steve Gergen
Lodovica — Terry Riska
Townspeople —
Gratiano — Steve Gergen
Desdemona — Debby Darby
Emilia — Sandy Weydent
Bianca — Samina Hamid
Soldiers —

"Lives"
at Guthrie
Continuing the current season
at the Guthrie, which to date is
proving one of the most popular in
the Theatre's 13-year history is
PRIVATE LIVES.
Opening on October 22 is Noel
Coward's delightful, intimate comedy PRIVATE LIVES, the story of
two high-spirited people who find it
impossible to live together and just
as impossible to live apart. Set in
the 1930's against an elegant
background of art deco, the production will be directed by Michael
Langham, with sets by Jack Barkla,
costumes by Jack Edwards, lighting
by Duane Schuler and musical
direction by Dick Whitbeck.
Tickets for all the remaining
productions of the Guthrie season
are on sale at the Guthrie ticket
office, Vineland Place, Minneapolis,
MN 55403, telephone (612) 377-2224.
The Flick House
165 E. 3rd
Thurs.-7:15; Fri. & Sat. 7:15 &
9:30; Sun.-7:15
Buster Keaton in
"College" [1927]
The Flick House's favorite comedian again returns for an
hilarious spoof on college life.
Admission $1; Membership 25t
The Flick House

"Oh perjured woman." Othello, Wayne Yakish; Desdamona, Debbie Darby.

NEWLY OPENED
WILL PHOTO

Winona's first color processing plant
Next day service on Kodacolor 11
(110, 120, 35MM)
In by 10:00am Ready by 5:00pm. Next Day
3-4 Day service on all other films and enlargements
Hours: 7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri. 9:00-1:00 Saturdays

410 Center St.
Just one block east of
Memorial Hall between 8th & 9th

"Oh, beware my lord, of jealousy." Iago, Bruce Hittner; Othello, Wayne
Yakish.

GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION
• • • • • • • • N. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '• •
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BLUE JEAN
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THE JEAN CORRAL
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ENTIRE STOCK
10%
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CORDUROY JEANS ENTIRE STOCK
LEVIS•WRANGLERS
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BIB OVERALLS

CORDUROY & PRE-WASHED
DENIM BIBS
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REGULAR & PRE-WASHED
LEVIS• LEE• WRANGLERS
FARAH• OSHKOSH B' GOSH

•

SALE STARTS
FRIDAY
THE 24th
TILL SATURDAY
NOV. 1st

TOP & BOTTOM

OVER
$300.00
IN FREE
PRIZES

ENTIRE STOCK

10% OF F
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WESTERN SHIRTS
KNIT TOPS FLANNEL SHIRTS

%•••

••

ALL

10% OFF

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

COLORED JEANS
BUY ONE AT
REGULAR PRICE
AND GET 2nd PAIR AT 1/2 OFF

•• • • • • •

JEAN JACKET
REGULAR &
PRE-WASHED DENIM

ENTIRE STOCK
ENTIRE STOCK

20% OFF
,,00000,000,000000,o,o,000m

I
I
I

MANY OTHER SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE STORE

3rd & Main

TOP & BOTTOM SHOP

454-2453

Downtown Winona
44
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Warriors
lick Beavers

SUPER SPORTS
7

Women take
third in tourney

By Larry. Frost
WINONAN Sports Editor

The Winona State University
Warriors ended a three game losing
streak with a 28-15 victory over
Northern Intercollegiate Conference rival Bemidji State University
at Maxwell Field last Saturday
afternoon.

Chuck Judd
WINONA Sports Editor

The Women's Volleyball team
hosted the University of Minnesota,
the University of Wisconsin-River
Falls, and the University of Wiscon:
sin-LaCrosse in a tournament held
October 14 in Memorial Hall. In
three rounds of competition LaCrosse emerged the victor, winning
each match against the other three
teams. The U of M won two
matches, Winona won one, and
River Falls failed to gain any wins.

The game was played in near
perfect football weather before a
full house homecoming crowd. The
homecoming festivities included the
presentation-of Ms. Pat Sokoloski as
the WSU homecoming queen for
1975; along with an exhibition by
three skydivers who jumped from
4500 feet and landed on the football Warrior's Dave Voss gets some tough yards before being brought down by
field much to the enjoyment of the BSU's Brian Baustian. [Photo by John Wanner]
fans.
quarter Williams was averaging by Kiewatt.
W.S.U.'s victory was over the U
78.5 yards every time he touched
of W-River Falls. The Warriors
As for the game, the Warriors the ball.
The Warriors may not have capitalized on bad serves by the
struck early when wide receiver
looked as overpowering as they did River Falls team. Winona's Lynn
Jerry Williams returned the openIn the second quarter the Beavers early in the year, but the defense Spence put in six good serves in a
ing kick-off 89 yards for a drove deep into WSU territory stopped Bemidji when they had to row, with Bernie Palcich assisting
touchdown. The wedge of blockers twice but the "Purple Gang" and the offense controlled the ball with spikes against the opponent, to
opened a nice lane to the left stiffened and kept them out of the when they had to. And that is what win the first game 15-3. The second
sideline and Williams faked out the end zone.
wins football games. And despite game featured more good serves on
last Beaver defender at about
their poor record BSU looked like a Winona's part from Merg Schmidt,
mid-field and was off to the races.
So the first half was almost a good team in almost upsetting St. Nancy Lund, and Carla Bakalyar.
Bob Bestul hit on his first of four complete turn-around from the past Cloud State University on October The Warriors won this game 15-6
extra points and the score stood 7-0 few games; with the Warriors on 11, and they proved it with their and took the match victory.
with the game only 13 seconds old. the short end of almost every performance last Saturday.
statistic but leading on the - scoreIn Round 2 Winona lost to the U
From then on though, the first board 14-0.
Offensively the Winona running of M in two games, being defeated
half turned into a dead even contest.
game was efficient, if not explosive, by the Gophers 15-8 and 15-9. Round
BSU picked up a lot of yardage,
The Beavers then made it close in in picking up 211 yards in 49 rushes. 3 proved equally disappointing for
especially on the ground, but they the third quarter as defensive back Ernst still wasn't as sharp as usual the Warriors as the strong Lawere either stopped by the "rubber Perry Dreyer picked off a halfback although he did complete five out of Crosse team also defeated them in
band" WSU defense or they turned option pass from Tom Dickey nine passes for 109 yards and no two games, 15-11 and 15-6 respecthe ball over.
intended for Geoff Biltgen. Dreyer interceptions.
tively.
WSU now stands at 2-2 in the NIC
returned it 45 yards to the WSU
BSU quarterback Scott Longen- 18-yard line. It took BSU 5 plays while BSU falls to 1-4. In the other
Warrior coach Lavonne Fiereck
ecker had a good game running the from there with Longenecker going NIC games last Saturday St. Cloud
football with 105 yards on 23 over from one yard out on a exploded for 24 points in the second
carries. His favorite play was to quarterback sneak. Gerard Went- quarter and just got by Moorhead
fake up the middle to one of his land added the PAT and the score State university 31-26 and the
Chuck Judd
University of Minnesota-Morris rebacks and then bootleg either right stood 14-7.
WINONAN Sportswriter
mained tied with SCSU by ekeing
or left. It was one play that the
Warriors just couldn't seem to
The Winona State University
Then in the fourth quarter it out a 16-15 decision over Michigan
contain.
seemed like the WSU game plan Tech University. Southwest State cross country team placed second
started to pay off. The offense had University played a non-conference behind the University of WisconsinThe Beaver's strong running played a very conservative game game with Dr. Martin Luther LaCrosse harriers October 14. The
game came as somewhat of a trying to establish a running game College on which we had no score. meet, held in Winona, was won by
That now sets the stage for this Bob Eiselt (winning time not
surprise as they came into the game against the surprisingly tough
week's showdown between SCSU available at press time). LaCrosse
ranked sixth in the NIC in rushing Beaver defense. But in the fourth
and second in passing. Longeneck- quarter the Warrior's big offensive and UMM, both being 4-0 in NIC accumulated 23 points in the event;
er's excellence wasn't a surprise line started to control the line of play with the winner assured of at Winona had 38; and St. Mary's
College scored 82 points. Daryl
though as he ranked first in total scrimmage so that Winona could least a tie for the NIC title.
Henderson, top runner for W.S.U.
offense in the NIC.
control the ball and eat up the clock.
With the loss by Michigan Tech this year, is out for the rest of the
Wingback Bo Jackson scored on a
So late in the first quarter with beautifully executed reverse from the Warriors now travel to Moor- season with a fractured foot. The
the score still 7-0 despite the eight yards out which had been set head to do battle with the Dragons next cross country meet will be
knowing that they have an outside October 25 in Winona when the
yardage rolled up by the Beavers, up by Bestul's interception of a
chance to gain a tie for second place
harriers host the NIC Championthe Warriors once again struck with Longenecker pass.
On the Warrior's next possession, in the conference.
ships.
the big play.
Ernst capped a 59 yard drive with a
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I I1I11III 1 I 1 1 I I 11 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I
With BSU facing a third down and 14 yard scramble up the middle for
WSU's
final
score
of
the
day.
one yard to go, fullback Fred
Kiewatt broke off left tackle for
BSU did manage one last touchseven yards but when he was hit he
fumbled with the Warrior's Owen down on an eight yard pass from
Lewis recovering. Then in a third Longenecker to Dave Patten with
down and three situation, quarter- just 55 seconds left in the game. The
back Rich Ernst found Williams, score was set up by a questionable
BE SURE TO LOOK THRU OUR CARD DEPT. FOR
who made a nice move to beat the pass interference penalty on the
YOUR HALLOWEEN CARDS!
BSU cornerback, open down the Warriors which gave BSU a first
sidelines for 68 yards and another and goal at the eight. The two point
THE SPECIAL CLASSICAL RECORDS DISPLAY HAS
touchdown. So at the end of the first conversion was successful on a run

CC second

AT THE
BOOKSTORE

MANY OUTSTANDING RECORDS
VALUES TO $7.98 NOW ONLY $1.98

RESEARCH PAPERS
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of

TO SELECT FROM, SUCH AS, CANDLES, LIBERTY
BELLS, BLOCKBUSTERS, PLATES, WSU MUGS AND
MANY BICENTENNIAL ITEMS.

5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
1

Name

4W.

Zip

The volleyball team's record after
this tournament stands at six wins
and five losses. The next meet is a
challenge match against St. Olaf
College at Red Wing Senior High
School in Red Wing, Minnesota at
4:00 p.m.

WANT ADS
SKI IN WINONA! At the
Winona Ski Club at East Burns
Valley. Open Thursday evenings
7-9, Saturday 1-5 and 7-9, Sunday
1-5, and Holidays. For information and snow conditions, call
452-8894. Rental Equipment also
available.
LOOKING FOR INDOOR WINTER STORAGE? Protect your

investment. We'll store your
bikes, cycles, boats, campers,
motor homes, etc. at reasonable
rates. From 5-9 p.m. call 454-3304
or 454-3049.
Business Opportunities

Address envelopes at home. $800
per month possible. Offer-details,
send 500 (refundable) to: Triple
"S", 699-R36, Highway 138,
Pinion Hills, CA 92372.
Help Wanted, Male or Female

Address envelopes at home. $800
per per month possible. See ad
under Business Opportunities.
Triple "S".
EARN UP TO $1800 a _school

year or more posting educational
literature on campus in spare
time. Send name, address,
phone, school and references to:
Nationwide College Marketing
Services, Inc., P.O. Box 1384,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. Call
313-662-1770.

FOR ONLY $5.00
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HORSEBACK RIDING
TRAILS — LESSONS

Hayrides with large bonfire —
Stabling — Close to Winona. Call
Gayle for info. 454-3305. Evening
452-9744.
We Carry the Grumbacher Line
of Art Supplies

OUR RUMAGE SALE HAS VALUES TO $7.95

Address

State

commented that "It was the
toughest competition we've had in
two weeks. We need offensive and
defensive coverage work. In one
specific game against the U of M we
had seven errors at the net that cost
us the game, and this made the next
game a tough one to come back to.
We will come back in the next meet,
though, because this tough competition will later pay off for us."

OUR ENLARGED GIFT DEPT. HAS MANY LINES

THOUSANDS ON FILE

City

Photo by Kim McCullough

''I

WINONA COIN AND HOBBY
SUPPLIES
113 East Third Street
Winona, Minnesota

